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Real Estate Overview 
In this issue, we will be taking a look at something everyone loves to discuss - Real 

Estate. Real Estate is everywhere. We live in real estate, we watch TV shows about real 
estate, we read articles about rental properties, we hear stories about making it rich in 

real estate, and we even spend weekend nights watching movies about real estate (Big 
Short, as an example). I want to provide some knowledge and clarity within this 

grandiose world of real estate so that the everyday person, like you and I, can make 
wise decisions when we begin to consider it. I will be covering how to understand the 

growth of real estate and how to evaluate real estate as an income vehicle.  
  

Some disclaimers: 
• I am primarily discussing residential real estate owned for investing purposes. This means that real 

estate as a primary residence and commercial real estate are excluded. 
• While the concepts hold true no matter where you are, please know that I am located in Colorado 

and the real estate conditions where you live may vary significantly from Colorado. 

 
Growth of Real Estate 

Real Estate is owned as investment for two purposes. The first is for an asset that 
appreciates in value. For example if someone bought a property for $200,000 and sold 
it at $220,000 the next year, that property appreciated by 10%. 
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To look at a real world example, one of my neighbors recently sold their home for $379,000. 

They bought it for $79,000 40 years ago. What is the annualized rate of return on that $300,000 

of appreciation? 3.998% average annual growth per year over 40 years. 

However, if I were to evaluate a mutual fund's performance, I would have to factor in the 
fees and expenses against the gross performance to get an accurate measure of how 
well that fund has performed. The same has to be said for real estate, but what are the 

fees and expenses that come with Real Estate? Property taxes, homeowner's 
insurance, and repairs/improvements. 

 

 

  
  
If I take the above example and factor in the annual fees and expenses as $4,000 
($1,000 for insurance; $2,000 for property taxes; $1,000 for repairs/improvements), then 
the annualized rate of return over this 40 years is 1.643%. Also note, this does not take 
into consideration the tax paid on any gains when the house is sold which would reduce 
the performance further. 
The above net average annualized returns are comparable long-term performances for 
residential real estate across the country. That means that over a long term period real 
estate performs similarly to bonds. In addition, real estate is not as volatile as stocks 
and has little to no correlation to stocks and bonds which makes it a decent asset for 

diversification purposes. 
 

Income from Real Estate 

  
The second reason to own real estate is for income, such as owning a rental property. 

Oftentimes, I hear something like this: "I pay $1,500/month for my mortgage on my 
rental home, but I rent it out for $2,500/month - it is a cash cow!" It seems like it is, 
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$12,000 per year income while owning an asset that is growing per year. However, let's 
take a deeper look at the numbers.  

 

 

If the same house from the growth example above was rented out for $2,500/month with 
a $1,500/ month mortgage then there is a net cash flow (after mortgage, expenses, and 
taxes) of $6,400/year. This leads to a cap rate (net cash flow divided by home price) of 
1.69% 
Cap rate is a good indicator of how efficient real estate is at providing income. Typically, 

a cap rate of 5% is a good number for real estate as an income prodcuing asset.  
 

SUMMARY AND PRO/CON OF REAL ESTATE AS AN INVESTMENT: 
 Effective real estate investing is very valuable, but is not as easy as it seems on TV. 

There are a lot of variables to consider and only under certain circumstances is real 
estate as an investment a suitable decision. 

• Growth of Real Estate is somewhat comparable to bonds, although real estate is not highly 
correlated to stocks and bonds making it a unique asset as a part of an overall portfolio. 

• Income from real estate is measured by cap rate which can determine how efficient real estate 
is at producing income. 

PROS 
• Real Estate is an asset that provides uncorrelated growth. 
• Real Estate prices and rents are synchronous with regional inflation providing an asset that 

protects against inflation. 
• Real Estate allows for an investment that has a growing principal and a growing income (with 

risk, of course). 

CONS 
• Real Estate is illiquid 
• Income from Real Estate is taxed at ordinary income rates 
• There is a lot of time, cost, and expertise needed to identify an efficient Real Estate asset. Other 

financial assets may be constructed better to provide growth or to provide income depending on 
the amount of time, expertise, and liquidity you have avaialble. 
Material discussed is meant for general informational purposes only and is not to be construed as tax, legal, or investment advice. Although the information has been gathered 

from sources believed to be reliable, please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore, the information should be relied upon only when coordinated with individual 
professional advice. This material contains the current opinions of the author but not necessarily those of Guardian or its subsidiaries and such opinions are subject to change 

without notice. All scenarios and names mentioned herein are purely fictional and have been created solely for training purposes. Any resemblance to existing situations, 
persons or fictional characters is coincidental. The information presented should not be used as the basis for any specific investment advice 


